
Supervision 
and 

Delegation

1. Aspects of supervision

What we tell MOPers they can expect from

SEND leadership

Direction

vision

planning

assignments

Development

mentoring

training

coaching

Logistical Support

visas

housing

problem-solving

Encouragement

listening

pastoral care

affirmation

Assessment
monitoring

evaluating performance

Notes

Note: Every leader will be stronger in some

areas than in others!

Note#2: Not all of this will come

from the team leader.

2. The Work of Leaders

Crafting a Vision

Intentional about exploring new directions

Suspending judgment at first

Seeking counsel

Testing hypotheses

Building Alignment

Gaining buy-in for the vision

Clearly communicating the vision

Encouraging dialogue

Encouraging people to commit

Championing Execution

Setting an example

Initiating new actions

Providing a plan

Analyzing problems

Addressing problems

Providing feedback

Offering praise

How do you do this for a whole area???

3.

What type of oversight

is possible?

More than just available when people come to you

with problems

AD visits with members

AD observation of ministries

Reports from individual members

Reports in leadership team meetings

Individual meetings with team leaders

4.

How will you provide

supervision for your

area?

through team leaders

through department heads

through AC members

5.

Delegation/

empowerment

Empowerment is the intentional transfer of authority to

an emerging leader within specified boundaries from an

established leader who maintains responsibility for the

ministry….    Malphurs and Mancini

Maintains responsibility = remains accountable for the final outcome

6. Areas to delegate

What ministry tasks have you already been able to delegate?

What ministry tasks do you plan to delegate as soon as you

find a suitable person?

What ministry tasks can an Area Director NOT delegate to

someone else on the team?

7.

Five challenges 

to empowerment

Giving up control

Slowing down

Reducing your image

Building connection

Fear of imposing upon others

Which one of these is your greatest challenge?

8.

Challenge #1 - Giving

up control

Empowerment increases the scope of unknown

ministry outcomes

Empowerment priority:  Embrace uncertainty.   Resist

the tendency to build systems and processes that

extend your control

Need to grow in: faith.

9.

What will help us 

give up control?

Recognize that we were never in control in the first place

Recognize your tendency to control certain things and

your need to let go.

Recognize that in accomplishing the vision, God is not

limited to doing it in the way you would have done it.

10.

Challenge #2 -

Slowing down

Empowerment requires a sacrifice of

short-term ministry efficiency.

Empowerment priority: Slow down to speed up.

Need to grow in: patience.

11.

What will help us

accept that things will

get done more slowly?

Remember your own learning curve

See the long-term potential of people

Remember the growth of your

team members is also part of

God’s kingdom

12.

Challenge #3 –

Reducing your image

Empowerment requires giving away

ministry and leadership opportunities

that previously provided us with

recognition and appreciation.

Empowerment priority:  Starve your ego.

Need to grow in: humility

13.

What will help us

reduce our image as

leaders?

Focus more on team stats, rather than

your individual accomplishments.

Wash feet of your team members

Give recognition to others for

doing a job you used to do

Ask your team members for help/advice

14.

Challenge #4 –

Building Connection

Empowerment necessitates close support

and authentic community with other

leaders.

Empowerment priority: Connect

with others to build trust.

Need to grow in: love (friendship)

“Touch a heart before you ask for a

hand." Maxwell

15.

How will you continue

to build relationships

with your area

members?

Practice hospitality

Ask good questions to spark

conversations about deeper motivations

Visit their home churches

Allow team members to teach you in

an area of their expertise

Share your areas of weakness and struggle.

16.

Challenge #5 –

Fear of imposing

Empowerment means we have to ask

others to do things that might stretch

their capacity beyond what they think

they can do.

Empowerment priority: Challenge

people to grow by raising the bar.

Need to grow in: courage

17.

How can we

challenge people 
without feeling

guilty?

Recognize the value of

stretching people in order to

increase capacity

Understand that many people

under-estimate their own

capacity.

Assign in bite-size pieces –

short-term sprints

Trust God to sustain them

when they are weary, even as

He has sustained you.

18.

Effective

delegation

requires

clearly

stating:

Area - what you will delegate.

Rationale - Why this is important, why

you have chosen them

Outcome - the outcome you want.

Time limits -  by when the assignment

needs to be finished

Responsibility - the scope of

responsibility (the tasks involved).

Authority -   which decisions they may

make independently and which require

your approval.

Schedule - When you will meet to

monitor progress and determine need for

assistance.
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